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A B S T R A C T

Recent studies have suggested efficacy of intensive bimanual training in improving the

quality and quantity of affected hand use in children with hemiplegia. However, it is not

known whether such training affects the coordination of the two hands. In the present study,

20 children with congenital hemiplegia (age 4–10 years; MACS levels I–II) were randomly

assigned to either an intensive bimanual training (Hand-Arm Bimanual Intensive Therapy:

HABIT) group, or a control group consisting of equally intensive unimanual treatment

(Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy, CIMT) for 6 h per day for 15 days (90 h). To assess

their bimanual coordination, children were asked to open a drawer with one hand and

manipulate its contents with the other hand. 3-D movement kinematics were recorded and

subsequently analyzed by a blind evaluator. The role of the two hands was varied. Following

treatment, superior improvement in bimanual coordination was found for the bimanual

training group as indicated by greater movement overlap (the percentage of time with both

hands engaged in the task p = 0.047) and better goal synchronization (reduced time

differences between the two hands completing the task goals, p = 0.005). The results suggest

that bimanual training improves the spatial–temporal control of the two hands, and are in

agreement with the principle of practice specificity.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cerebral palsy (CP) is the most common pediatric physical disability (Stanley, Blair, & Alberman, 2000). Individuals with
spastic hemiplegia, one of the most common subtypes of CP, have impairments predominantly on one side of their body
(Forssberg, Eliasson, Redon-Zonitenn, Mercuri, & Dubowitz, 1999; Wright, Hunt, & Stanley, 2001). To date, efficacious
treatment options have been limited, with the most promising approach being ‘‘Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy
(CIMT)’’ (Sakzewski, Ziviani, & Boyd, 2009). CIMT involves restraint of the less-affected upper extremity (UE) with intensive
training of the hemiplegic UE. This approach may be beneficial for improving unimanual hand function in some children with
hemiplegia (Charles, Wolf, Schneider, & Gordon, 2006; Hoare, Imms, Carey, & Wasiak, 2007; Stearns, Burtner, Keenan, Qualls,
& Phillips, 2009; Willis, Morello, Davie, Rice, & Bennett, 2002). However, most functional activities require use of both hands
(e.g., opening a bottle). Children with hemiplegia have bimanual coordination problems (Charles & Gordon, 2006; Gordon &
Steenbergen, 2008; Steenbergen, Charles, & Gordon, 2008; Utley, Steenbergen, & Sugden, 2004), which affect their functional
independence and quality of life.
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Based on this notion, recent therapeutic approaches have focused on incorporating intensive bimanual training (Aarts,
Jongerius, Geerdink, Limbeek, & Geurts, 2011; Charles & Gordon, 2006; Gordon, Schneider, Chinnan, & Charles, 2007; Gordon
et al., 2008; Hoare, Imms, Rawicki, & Carey, 2010). Recent studies comparing CIMT and bimanual training have reported
similar improvements for both groups as measured by standard clinical tests (e.g., Jebsen Taylor Test of Hand Function
(JTTHF), Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA); Gordon et al., 2008, in press; Sakzewski, Ziviani, Abbott, Macdonell, Jackson, &
Boyd, 2011a,b). However, it is unknown whether such intensive training results in changes in movement coordination or
strategies. Kinematic analysis has been shown to be potentially reliable and sensitive to change following unimanual
treatment (Schneiberg, Mckinley, Gisel, Sveistrup, & Levin, 2010; Schneiberg et al., 2010b). In a functional, asymmetric
drawer-opening task (Kazennikov, Perrig, & Wiesendanger, 2002; Perrig, Kazennikov, & Wiesendanger, 1999), children with
hemiplegia were found to be less coordinated (more sequential movement of the two hands, Hung, Charles, & Gordon, 2004,
2010). Thus in, the present study we used this task to determine whether intensive bimanual training improves bimanual
coordination in children with hemiplegia. We compared children who received intensive bimanual training to a control
group who received unimanual training (CIMT). This represents a meaningful and rigorous comparison as the control group
consists of a formalized approach of equal amount of personal interaction and intensity that has evidence suggesting
efficacy. Due to specificity of practice, whereby best learning is hypothesized to occur when practice characteristics are the
same as those of the test (Shea & Wright, 1995; Thorndike, 1914), we hypothesized that greater improvements would be
seen in the children who receive bimanual training.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A subset of the first 20 children out of 42 children with congenital hemiplegia (4–10 years) who participated in a larger
RCT participated in this study (Gordon et al., in press). Inclusion criteria for participation included: (1) hemiplegia with a
difference of at least 50% between the two limbs on the Jebsen Taylor Test of Hand Function (JTTHF, without the writing
subtest), (2) ability to extend the wrist at least 208 and fingers 108 from full flexion, (3) normal cognitive abilities
(mainstreamed in school). Descriptive information for each child is shown in Table 1. Informed consent was obtained from
all participants and their caregivers, and the study was approved by the University Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Experimental setup

Participants were seated and asked to open a spring-loaded drawer (load 0.3 kg) with one hand (drawer hand) and to
insert their contralateral hand (task hand) into the drawer to activate a light switch (14 cm � 10 cm inside the drawer,
Fig. 1A). At the starting position, children sat 15 cm in front of the table with their elbows flexed at right angles and hands
positioned 30 cm apart at the edge of the table. The drawer (15 cm � 15 cm) with a loop handle (9 cm � 3 cm) was placed at
midline 30 cm from the edge of the table.
Table 1

Baseline participant characteristics.

Characteristics Habit (n = 10) CIMT (n = 10)

Mean age (SD) y,m 6,8 (1,8) 7.0 (2,2)

Gender

Male 6 2

Female 4 8

Paretic hand

Right 5 8

Left 5 2

Lesion locationa (type)

Right 4 (1b; 1c; 2d) 2 (0b; 1c; 1d)

Left 4 (0b; 3c; 1d) 4 (1b; 2c; 3d)

Bilateral 1 (0b; 1c; 0d) 1 (0b; 0c; 1d)

MACS

I 1 (10%) 2 (20%)

II 9 (90%) 8 (80%)

Baseline JTTHF, mean (SD), s 362 (198) 297 (229)

AHA, mean (SD), Logits 1.08 (1.6) 1.07 (1.8)

2PDe, mm 5.44 (3.18) 4 (1.92)

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; UE, upper extremity; MACS, manual ability classification system; JTTHF, Jebsen–Taylor test of hand function; 2PD, 2

point discrimination (average of thumb and index).
a MRI from children 4 were not available.
b Brain malformation.
c Abnormalities of periventricular white matter.
d Cortical/subcortical lesions.
e Out of 20 participants, 2 were undetermined due to age.
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Fig. 1. (A) Experimental setup with a loop handle (inset). (B) Kinematic traces of the hands of one child: (a) onset of movement for the affected hand as the

drawer hand, (b) drawer hand peak tangential velocity for reaching to the drawer, (c) onset of movement for the less-affected hand as the task hand, (d)

movement offset of the drawer hand when the drawer is completely opened, (e) peak tangential velocity of the task hand, and (f) movement offset of the

task hand.
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2.3. Procedure

Of the 20 children, 10 children were randomized to the bimanual treatment group (Hand-Arm Bimanual Intensive
Therapy: HABIT, Charles & Gordon, 2006; Gordon et al., 2007, 2008) and 10 to the unimanual treatment group (CIMT;
Charles et al., 2006) using offsite (concealed allocation), stratified randomization by age and JTTHF screening score (Gordon
et al., in press). All children were tested with JTTHF, 2 Point Discrimination (average of thumb and index), and AHA
(Krumlinde-Sundholm & Eliasson, 2003) with a blind evaluator immediately before and after treatment. AHA was
videotaped and scored offsite by an experienced evaluator blind to group assignment. To assess bimanual coordination, the
drawer-opening task was performed before and after treatment with each hand opening the drawer (more-affected or less-
affected hand) at a self-paced speed. After three practice trials, five trials were collected. The role of the two hands (drawer
or task) was varied and the order was randomized. The drawer-opening task was not practiced in either group during

treatment.

Both treatments used structured (part and whole) task practice embedded in play and functional activities for 6 h per
day for 15 days (90 h). For the HABIT group, children were constantly engaged in age-appropriate bimanual activities
(e.g., cutting papers while the other hand orienting the paper). For the CIMT group, children were not allowed to
practice with bimanual activities. Children’s less-affected UE were restrained with cotton slings and only unimanual
activities were performed with the more-affected UE (e.g., playing connect four using the more-affected hand). The sling
was strapped to their trunks with the distal end sewn shut to prevent use. For both groups, task difficulty was graded by
varying the spatial and temporal constraints, or by providing tasks that require progressive skilled use of the more-
affected hand as performance improved. Task difficulty was increased when the participant was successful on 7/10
repetitions. Task performance was recorded, and task- and age-specific knowledge of results was provided for
encouragement.
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2.4. Data acquisition and analysis

3-D kinematic movement data were collected with eight infrared cameras. Reflective markers were placed on the mid-
point of both wrists. All markers were digitized at a rate of 120 Hz with a low pass filter (6 Hz) with VICON software.

All data analyses were performed by individuals who were blinded to the treatment groups and test sessions. Fig. 1B
shows an example of the kinematic traces from the two hands of one child with hemiplegia. The onset of hand movement
(Fig. 1B, a and c) was defined when the wrist reaching tangential velocity achieved a criterion of 2.0 cm/s. The end of drawer
opening (Fig. 1B, fully open d) was defined as drawer hand velocity below 2.0 cm/s. Since most of the children combined the
reach and the activation of the switch movements of the task hand, the task hand offset time (Fig. 1B, f) was defined as the
time when the tangential velocity decreased below the same criterion of 2.0 cm/s or when the hand activated the light
switch. The amplitude of peak reaching tangential velocity of both the drawer and task hands (Fig. 1B, b and e) were
identified as well.

Changes in bimanual coordination were examined using normalized movement overlap time and goal synchronization.
Normalized movement overlap time was defined by the overlap of movement time of both hands (Fig. 1B, c–d) as a percentage of
the total task completion time. Greater overlap means both hands are actively engaged at the same time during the task, and
indicates better coordination (Hung et al., 2004, 2010). Goal synchronization was defined by the time difference between the
drawer hand fully opening the drawer and the task hand activating the switch (Fig. 1B, d–f). Goal synchronization reflects the
extent to which both hands complete their sub-tasks simultaneously. During goal synchronization, the task hand activates the
switch while the drawer hand is holding the drawer open. A shorter time difference means better goal synchronization (Hung
et al., 2004, 2010). The task completion time was also evaluated, and was defined by the time between the onset of the drawer
hand and the offset of the task hand (Fig. 1B, a–f). In order to determine the effect of individual movement on bimanual
coordination, we measured the movement time of each hand (Fig. 1B, drawer hand: a–d, task hand: c–f).

A 2 (group: bimanual training versus control) � 2 (hand: affected and less-affected) � 2 (treatment: pre and post) ANOVA
with repeated measures on the last two factors was performed on all measures. Assumptions of homogeneity of variance and
sphericity were met. Post hoc comparisons were carried out using the Tukey procedure. Additionally, Pearson correlations
were used to identify the relationship between the improvements of the current bimanual measures (movement overlap,
goal synchronization) with the Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA, Krumlinde-Sundholm & Eliasson, 2003), a clinical
evaluation designed to measure the effectiveness to which the affected hand is used as a bimanual assist. Independent-
sample t-tests were used to compare the baseline characteristics of both groups. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.

3. Results

There were no significant group differences in baseline characteristics of age, JTTHF, 2 Point Discrimination, AHA scores,
percentage movement overlap, and goal synchronization time (in all cases p > 0.05, Table 1).

Fig. 2 shows an example of kinematic hand traces for one child performing the task before and after HABIT (A and B) and
one child before and after CIMT (C and D) using the less-affected hand as the drawer hand. The children in both groups had
greater movement overlap time of the two hands (c–d) and a shorter duration of goal synchronization (e–f) after treatment.
For the child in the HABIT group, there was greater improvement (compare A to B) than the child in the CIMT group (compare
C to D).

Although normalized movement overlap increased for both the bimanual training and control groups (F1,18 = 16.87,
p < 0.001, h2 = 0.48), the bimanual training group had a significantly greater improvement after treatment than the control
group (Table 2, treatment � group interaction, F1,18 = 4.54, p = 0.047, h2 = 0.20). When the less-affected hand was used as the
drawer opening hand, there was a greater percentage of movement overlap compared to when the more affected hand was
used as the drawer opening hand (main effect of hand, F1,18 = 25.17, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.58). Greater improvement of the
movement overlap was found when the less-affected hand served as the drawer opening hand compared to when the
affected hand served as the drawer opening hand (treatment � hand interaction, F1,18 = 11.53, p = 0.003, h2 = 0.39). Such
influence of the intensive treatment and the roles of the hand during the drawer task was especially true for the bimanual
training group (treatment � hand � group interaction, F1,18 = 7.11, p = 0.016, h2 = 0.28). Post hoc tests revealed that the
children in the bimanual training group demonstrated the most improvement for movement overlap after treatment when
the less-affected hand served as the drawer opening hand compared to when the affected hand served as the drawer opening
hand or when either hand served as the drawer opening hand for the control group (Table 2).

In general, both groups had a shorter goal synchronization duration after treatment (main effect of treatment,
F1,18 = 51.49, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.74). However, a significantly greater reduction in goal synchronization time was found for the
bimanual training group than the control group after treatment (Table 2, treatment � group interaction, F1,18 = 10.11,
p = 0.005, h2 = 0.36) as determined by Post hoc comparisons. When children with congenital hemiplegia opened the drawer
with their less-affected hand the duration of goal synchronization decreased after treatment to a greater extent than when
they opened the drawer with their affected hand (treatment � hand interaction, F1,18 = 16.59, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.48).

No evidence of a change of the task completion time was found for either group (Table 2, main effect of treatment,
F1,18 = 0.19, p = 0.67, h2 = 0.01). When the less-affected hand was used as the drawer opening hand, the total movement time
was shorter (main effect of hand, F1,18 = 23.51, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.57). This was caused by an increased drawer hand movement
time (F1,18 = 5.05, p = <0.037, h2 = 0.22) and a decreased task hand movement time (F1,18 = 5.48, p = 0.031, h2 = 0.23). As
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Fig. 2. Tangential velocity kinematic traces of one child with hemiplegia from each treatment group using the less-affected hand (solid traces) to open the

drawer and the affected hand (dashed traces) to activate the switch. (A) Child in the HABIT group before the treatment, (B) the same subject after the HABIT

treatment, (C) child in the CIMT group before the treatment, (D) the same child after the CIMT treatment. (a) Movement onset of the drawer hand. (b)

Drawer hand peak tangential velocity for reaching to the drawer. (c) Onset of movement for the less-affected hand as the task hand. (d) Movement offset of

the drawer hand. (e) Peak tangential velocity of the task hand. (f) Movement offset of the task hand. (c–d) Movement overlap time for the two hands. (d–f)

Goal synchronization duration. Note that the velocity traces of the task hand terminate above zero if the hand does not decelerate before contacting the

switch. All traces share the same scale.

Table 2

Average kinematic outcomes for participants.

Measurements (SD) Habit (n = 10) Control (n = 10)

Pre LAH movement overlap 24.82% (14.20) 25.54% (15.57)

Post LAH movement overlap 63.95% (35.29) 34.13% (10.43)

Pre AH movement overlap 21.14% (15.73) 17.59% (9.92)

Post AH movement overlap 21.54% (11.74) 21.53% (9.46)

Pre LAH goal synchronization, s 1.29 (0.44) 0.94 (0.39)

Post LAH goal synchronization, s 0.54 (0.30) 0.62 (0.32)

Pre AH goal synchronization, s 0.97 (0.30) 0.77 (0.24)

Post AH goal synchronization, s 0.59 (0.20) 0.64 (0.31)

Pre LAH movement time, s 2.58 (0.89) 2.11 (0.70)

Post LAH movement time, s 2.71 (0.32) 2.29 (0.53)

Pre AH movement time, s 3.78 (1.70) 2.62 (0.64)

Post AH movement time, s 3.46 (0.88) 2.93 (0.64)

Pre LAH task hand peak v, cm/s 63.54 (11.47) 70.91 (8.10)

Post LAH task hand peak v, cm/s 70.67 (17.90) 83.15 (12.40)

Pre AH task hand peak v, cm/s 78.34 (20.70) 82.07 (9.13)

Post AH task hand peak v, cm/s 84.07 (15.33) 76.57 (14.15)

Abbreviations: LAH, less-affected hand as the drawer hand; AH, affected hand as the drawer hand; SD, standard deviation; s, seconds; v, velocity.

Y.-C. Hung et al. / Research in Developmental Disabilities 32 (2011) 2724–27312728
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expected, the less-affected hand had shorter movement times than the affected hand (drawer hand: F1,18 = 26.55, p < 0.001,
h2 = 0.60; task hand: F1,18 = 5.31, p = 0.031, h2 = 0.23).

To better understand hand control during this bimanual task, we evaluated the amplitude of the peak reaching tangential
velocity of each hand (Table 2). As expected, the less-affected hand had higher peak velocities compared to the affected hand
(drawer hand, F1,18 = 32.00, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.64, task hand, F1,18 = 11.67, p = 0.003, h2 = 0.39). Additionally, the peak tangential
velocity of the task hand increased significantly after treatment for both groups regardless of which hand was used (main
effect of treatment, F1,18 = 6.45, p = 0.021, h2 = 0.26).

Finally, we examined the relationship between the improvements in bimanual coordination and bimanual hand use (AHA
scores). No significant correlation was found between the improvements of normalized movement overlap (r = 0.23, p = 0.33)
or the goal synchronization (r = 0.09, p = 0.72) with the changes in the AHA scores (mean = .35 logits).

4. Discussion

In the present study, greater improvements in bimanual coordination for children with congenital hemiplegia during a
functional bimanual drawer-opening task (greater movement overlap, and shorter goal synchronization) were found
following bimanual training than for a control group receiving equal intensity and dosing of unimanual training. Although
not as apparent, the unimanual training control group also had some improvements in bimanual coordination. These
findings highlight the potential efficacy of bimanual treatment for improving bimanual coordination, and support the
hypothesis of training specificity.

4.1. Bimanual coordination after intensive treatments

Since children with hemiplegic CP have one well-functioning hand and have impairments in bimanual coordination
above and beyond their unimanual impairments (Gordon & Steenbergen, 2008; Hung et al., 2004, 2010; Islam, Gordon, Sköld,
Forssberg, & Eliasson, in press), impaired bimanual coordination likely represent the greatest challenge for improving
function in this population. HABIT was developed to focus on improving coordination of the two hands in children with
hemiplegia while maintaining the high intensity of CIMT (Charles & Gordon, 2006). In the current study, greater
improvement in bimanual coordination (greater movement overlap, and shorter goal synchronization) was found for the
HABIT group, while some improvements were also indicated for CIMT control group.

Although, neither group practiced the task directly, based on practice specificity, the more characteristics of the skills
practiced in HABIT had in common with the bimanual drawer task the greater transfer of learning or performance (Shea &
Wright, 1995; Thorndike, 1914). Therefore, the HABIT group showed more improvement in bimanual coordination than the
unimanual training group since participants practiced with two hands. Furthermore, better transfer could be due to the
increased problem-solving required during bimanual performance since the degrees of freedom to accomplish the task are
greater. This finding supported our previous finding that the HABIT group made better progress toward achievement of
bimanual goals (Gordon et al., in press).

Efficacy of both CIMT and bimanual training have been shown in various studies predominantly using unimanual clinical
measures (e.g., JTTHF) or bimanual clinical measure of AHA (Aarts, Jongerius, Geerdink, Limbeek, & Geurts, 2010; Charles &
Gordon, 2006; Eliasson, Shaw, Ponten, Boyd, & Krumlinde-Sundholm, 2009; Gordon et al., 2007; Hoare et al., 2007; Smania
et al., 2009; Stearns et al., 2009; Taub, Ramey, DeLuca, Echols, 2004; Willis et al., 2002). Recently, similar bimanual
improvements were suggested by direct comparison of the two treatments using AHA tests (Gordon et al., 2008, in press;
Sakzewski et al., 2011a,b). Decreased sensitivity of the clinical measures could be the reason for not finding treatment
differences between the groups. Kinematic analysis is more objective and can quantify the quality of coordination strategies
using a spatial and temporal resolution the human eye is unable to capture. Another reason for the different findings here
could be that the AHA and the current drawer tests investigated different perspectives on bimanual movement control. One
perspective (spatial–temporal control) improved more for bimanual training while the other perspective (quality of
bimanual assisting movements) did not. Our lack of correlation findings suggest that the changes in AHA scores were not
related to changes in bimanual coordination, suggesting that the current tests can provide different perspectives on
movement control for children with hemiplegia.

Despite the improvement in bimanual coordination, children with hemiplegia showed no significant change in total task
completion time after treatment, perhaps because the task was performed at a self-paced speed. Speed has been shown to
facilitate better bimanual coordination for children with hemiplegia in the same task (Hung et al., 2004). Therefore, the lack
of change in task completion time allows us to consider changes in the quality of bimanual coordination without the
potential confound of speed.

In this study, greater improvements were found after treatments when the children were asked to use the less-affected
hand as the drawer hand. This might be the result of task functionality. When the current drawer task was first introduced to
the children with hemiplegia without specifying the role of each hand, they all used their less-affected hands to open the
drawer. Similar findings were observed in previous studies for children and monkeys with cerebral lesions (Hung et al., 2004;
Kazennikov et al., 1998). Therefore, using the less-affected hand as the drawer hand appears to be more natural for children
with hemiplegia and thus better improvements were indicated. Thus when the treatments or evaluation tools are selected,
functionality of the tasks should be considered to facilitate and capture the best performances.
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4.2. Hand control in bimanual coordination after intensive treatments

To understand the individual hand control within this bimanual task, we evaluated each hand’s movement time and peak
velocity. The drawer hand increased its movement time while the task hand decreased its movement time after both
bimanual and unimanual treatments to increase movement overlap and decrease goal synchronization. Additionally, the
task hand increased the peak tangential velocity. As shown in Table 2, the average peak velocity seemed to improve much
more when the affected hand was used as the task hand, indicating the affected hand sped up as the task hand after
treatment. This finding suggests better affected hand control after intensive treatments, however, a separate unimanual
kinematic test is required to better determine changes in unimanual control.

4.3. Limitations

We did not include a third, no-treatment, group, and thus the findings could be due to the practice associated with each
test. However, we did not see an effect of learning across trials, and the differential group effects suggest that improvements
in bimanual coordination for the bimanual group are above and beyond any practice effects seen for both groups.
Furthermore, post-test evaluation was limited to immediately post-treatment to decrease testing-burden. Thus, retention is
unknown.

5. Conclusion

HABIT was developed based on practice specificity for children with hemiplegia to improve their bimanual coordination
in daily activities. The current study showed greater improvement in bimanual coordination for the bimanual training group
compared to a control group receiving equal intensity and dosing of unimanual training, supporting practice specificity. This
does not indicate superiority of bimanual training since, if this hypothesis is correct, better unimanual coordination
improvements would be expected following unimanual training.
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